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You’ll have heard of Camp Bastion. The British Armed Forces base in Afghanistan became synonymous with the fight against the Taliban. But what you might not know is what was involved in creating a town the size of Reading in a land-locked country, while under attack from a pretty determined enemy. And unlike most towns, Camp Bastion needed the ability to evolve and fully support the troops there with everything they would need from vehicle maintenance to a hot meal. And then, of course, it would need to be dismantled and taken back to the UK again at the end.

The camp started as just a few tents back in 2005, but as the need for a logistics hub in Afghanistan became apparent, its importance grew, as Senior Infrastructure Office for the British Armed Forces in Afghanistan, Lieutenant Colonel Laurence Quinn, explains:

“Initially we thought of Kandahar, but it was just a bit too far away to provide a forward hub of logistics, so that was the genesis of Camp Bastion. One of the key drivers was to place a hospital within easy reach of the guys engaged in combat on the ground. A metric we have is one hour between being a casualty on the battlefield and going in to surgery in the hospital, so the siting of the hospital was a key factor.”

The location of Camp Bastion was also central to where they thought the operation would be conducted, but out of easy rocket range, to learn lessons from Iraq and avoid indirect fire. And another point in Camp Bastion’s favour was its location on top of an aquifer, which meant the team could drill down deep enough to get water.

But, as Quinn points out, Camp Bastion was only ever designed to be a small
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KBR work behind the scenes for the Armed Forces

As the Chinook climbs into a sky almost white with heat, soldiers prepare to patrol against an enemy hidden in the dust of the barren desert. This classic image of the British Army at war in the 21st century paints a powerful picture. But it only tells half the story of how the Armed Forces operated on the frontline in Afghanistan.

From the hub of Bastion to the outposts of Shawqat and Naridullah, deep into Helmand Province, a support force stood side-by-side with soldiers every step of the way; unseen, unheralded, but fuelling their fight, civilian defence contractors ensured troops could focus on what they do best.

The organisation which was backed by the Ministry of Defence to support the British military in greater numbers than any other on the frontline was KBR. It was the first in, and often last out of the conflict zones.

Andy Nixon was on site at what became the military metropolis of Camp Bastion when it was still just two tents and a vast expanse of nothingness. Richard Card, Peter Bunting and Nixon were the first three KBR UK employees of near to a peak of 4,000 in Afghanistan, dedicated to supporting military operations behind the scenes. Together, they helped the military create cities out of sand, sustain homes from home for British troops and create a better life for all. For KBR, it became a vast scale operation providing 65 different services at 28 locations, spanning two fronts, in the most demanding of environments. “The military call it ‘life support’ – and that seems pretty apt,” said Andrew Pringle. The President of KBR’s defence business, and a former Major General in the British Army, he said the past decade has been an era “when contractor support to military operations came of age”...

In the context of the ever decreasing size of our uniformed Armed Forces, the use of contractors by the military became accepted as normal, and then graduated into becoming essential. I hope that this decade, of which KBR has been a fundamental part, sets the benchmark for what can be done.”

Andrew Pringle, President, KBR Government Services

In a fog of moving parts and dust in Afghanistan, the one thing that stayed constant was perhaps most important: KBR was the only permanent presence. With such deep experience and knowledge it became the glue that bound together the inner workings of camps and campaigns, set against the regular turnover of personnel over six month military tours. “Continuity was one of our great strengths,” said Pringle. “I presented to our staff the official Accumulated Campaign Service Medals, which is the military award for every two years of operational duty. Our people have got two or three bars on theirs because they have been supporting operations solidly for eight or nine years. It’s a remarkable achievement – the equivalent of a soldier doing 18 operational tours back-to-back”.

In the context of the ever decreasing size of our uniformed Armed Forces, the use of contractors by the military became accepted as normal, and then graduated into becoming essential. I hope that this decade, of which KBR has been a fundamental part, sets the benchmark for what can be done.”

Andrew Pringle, President, KBR Government Services
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“When we asked a logistics question, the answer always turned out to be to invest in Camp Bastion”

 Laurence Quinn, Senior Infrastructure Officer
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From the barracks of Aldershot and Salisbury Plain to the camps of Afghanistan and Iraq, KBR is a trusted long term partner to the British military. We are world leaders in programme management, services, logistics and training, supporting the Armed Forces at home and abroad.

We have forged a trusted partnership with the Ministry of Defence over a quarter of a century – trusted partnerships and joint-working form the backbone of our culture. To deliver the most efficient and effective solution requires a fully integrated and joined-up approach and KBR prides itself on thinking differently and building upon lessons learned from across different sectors. We believe KBR’s leadership of complex, large-scale, global energy programmes provides experiences directly relevant to the UK defence environment as the military rethinks the way it does business.
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base, a logistics hub, with a hospital. But over time, this changed. “We thought actually we need to invest in Bastion,” says Quinn. The runway wasn’t big enough to airlift, so it an expansion was invested in. And then a maintenance facility was built in Bastion, to avoid having to fly helicopters to Kandahar for essential work. So, bit by bit, Camp Bastion grew. It even built its own bottling plant for bottled water. “When we asked a logistics question, the answer always turned out to be to invest in Camp Bastion,” says Quinn.

Eventually, it had the same footprint as the English town of Reading. Although Quinn prefers describing it as more similar to Aldershot – with Gatwick Airport attached. Because during the peak of Camp Bastion’s operations, it had one of the busiest UK airports in at that time.

Building and sustaining such a base was an immense task – as was closing it down. Major Charlie Perkins, was the Adjutant of the Theatre Logistics Group, a role which involved overseeing
“The Theatre Logistics Group was responsible for taking all the kit and equipment, triaging it, deciding how it was going to be disposed of and what was going to be returned to the UK. The first unit deployed in March 2014 and we were all out by December of that year.”

Just nine months does not seem like a huge amount of time for such a challenge, and Quinn says that every single item was assessed to decide what was cost-effective to return to the UK and what could be disposed of or handed over to the Afghan National Army. He adds: “Then, the question is, how do we get the stuff back? This process works by first designing the last 90 days or so in the camp, working out what our footprint on the ground would be and what we would need and then working back from there.”

Perkins was involved in this from right at the start, as she explains: “I was in central Helmand back in 2012, decommissioning check points and patrol bases, so I saw the very start of the process. But we had something to collapse into – Camp Bastion. We had to think about how we were going to go through the same process with Camp Bastion itself.”

By the time the First Logistics Support Regiment turned up at Camp Bastion in March 2014, the big strategic thinking had happened. “We knew what our timeframe and deadlines were, so it was a case of rolling
on from what the previous Theatre Logistics Group had already started. And what we did find was that we managed to speed things up, which was great,” says Perkins.

The Theatre Logistics Group, at its absolute peak, consisted of around 800 people, with that number constantly reducing as the December deadline approached. But a far higher number of people were involved in the close down of Camp Bastion, as Laurence Quinn says: “It’s a lot more than you imagine and it depends on when you stop counting them! As well as those involved in Afghanistan on the ground, there was a large number of UK-based people too. Even if logistics wasn’t your day job – it touched everybody to some extent. And then the other hidden number is contractors, we had thousands of contractors involved.”

The closure of bases came under the acronym of BRAC-T - which is bases realignment and closure (transition) – and there was a policy on how it was conducted, including the condition kit and equipment was sent back in. Generally, says Perkins, as much as possible was done in Camp Bastion so a minimum of intervention was needed when it arrived back in the UK.

Quinn adds: “A large amount of kit went by sea because flying wasn’t always cost effective, so it would fly out to marry up with sea transport. We did try some land movement but it took a long time and could only do with low risk items such as tented camps.”

And all this had to be done while not compromising the troops on the ground. Quinn says: “To the time we handed it over to the ANA, Camp Bastion was evolving. Stuff was still being built two months before it closed – because it was needed for our capabilities. Everything we did was for our capabilities. Camp Bastion was an incredible achievement.”

“Even if logistics wasn’t your day job – it touched everybody to some extent”
– Laurence Quinn,
Senior Infrastructure Officer

Every single item was assessed to see if it was cost-effective to bring back to the UK